G.G.R.A.S.C.N.A
GREATER GRAND RAPIDS AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE OF
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

MOTION SUBMISSION FORM
DATED:

CONSENSUS REACHED AT AREA
☐ ...YES ☐ ...NO

NAME:

VOTE AT AREA OR GROUP

GROUP ...FOR VOTES

SECOND NAME: ...OPPOSING VOTES

GROUP ...OBSTAINING VOTES

☐ ...PASSED ☐ ...FAILED

THIS MOTION (circle correct option),
A) Creates or Change procedure of the committee
B) Is advisory for the fellowship
C) Amends (name document or policy)
   By Adding Language Page Paragraph
   By Replacing Language Page Paragraph
   By Deleting Language Page Paragraph
D) New Motion:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Intent:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________